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NORTHERN PACIFIC PA-1 PASSENGER SET AND MILWAUKEE

ROAD "LITTLE JOE''
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uring the golden age of railroads,
magnificent trains crisscrossed the
American Landscape creating a rich
and glorious history. Over the years, many of
these trains became legendary.
In 1956, American Flyer began recreating
these prized-name trains. The first introduced
was the Northern Pacific "Vista Dome North
Coast Limited," modeled after the premier
luxury train that traveled through the
Northwestern United States.
Today, 36 years later, the Northern Pacific
"Vista Dome North Coast Limited" set is
back, resplendent with all the glory of the
original. And now for the first time ever, with
the separate sale B unit, you can add Diesel
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RailSounds™ bringing you all the authentic
sounds of a real diesel engine.
^
The set, ,
I
complete with f__
original twotone green
markings, includes a powered
PA-1 diesel with dual motors and eight-wheel
drive, two non-powered engines along with
Combine Car, Passenger Coach, Two Vista
Dome Coaches and Observation Car.
In the early 1940's, twelve "Little Joes,"
(nicknamed that because they were intended
for use by Joseph Stalin) found their way to
Milwaukee Road. Quickly, these electric
wonders became some of the most successful

engines Milwaukee Road ever employed.
Now, for the first time ever, the American
Flyer version of the Milwaukee Road "Little
Joe" can find its
way to your
layout.
For this realistically decorated new engine
featuring four-wheel drive, operating pantographs and horn, and animated caboose, see
your American Flyer dealer.

An American TVadition.
©1992, Lionel Trains, Inc.
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President's Message
By the time you read this, another highly successful
NASG National Convention will have concluded. I
will have met and talked with many of you at the
Convention in Cleveland, Ohio and with others at the
NMRA convention in Columbus, Ohio. I have great
fun at these conventions, especially our own NASG
National Convention, and I wish I could see all of you
at them. Remember, next year, both the NMRA and
the NASG convention will be held jointly in Valley
Forge. It would be a perfect time to meet all of you
that I have never had the chance to meet. Why not
try to make it?
To all those that I have not had the opportunity to
meet and greet this summer, let me say I hope you
have a good and enjoyable summer and let me wish
for you safe and secure travel as you vacation wherever it may be.
This marks Bob Jackson's last issue as Editor of The
Dispatch. With out a doubt, Bob, we will miss you. I
hope you will be able to contribute articles in the
future. You have done a great job for us and I know
that I speak for the organization when I say that we
really have appreciated your efforts.
The next part of my message will sound like a broken
record, but I feel that it is important to repeat myself.
Ladies and Gentlemen, The Dispatch is only as good
as the articles that we receive from the membership.
In order for it to be a good publication in service of
our members, it must have a good balance between
hi-rail and scale. To achieve this balance we must
have articles contributed by our members. We cannot always depend on our editor or a select few people to write articles. Complaints about the quality or
content or coverage of the magazine basically have to
be directed at ourselves. The only ones with the right
to complain would be those who have submitted articles that don't get published because the magazine is
overflowing with material. Unfortunately, our editors
have never suffered from that problem.
I have to conclude my message now. My house is filling up with blue and yellow passenger car boxes
which I have to get to work on. At least I don't have
to worry about having something to do. I know very
well what I will be doing with my spare time over the
next few months!
"S'lncerely,

Michael R. Ferraro
President

From The Editor's Desk
This is my last issue as the editor of The Dispatch. That
doesn't mean that you will hear no more from me. I expect
to do my best to support Mike Palmiter. Moreover, I will
finish all the projects that I started where that is still feasible. I will definitely continue with command control until I
have exhausted the matter as it specifically relates to S
scale. I have also offered to help Mike continue with several of the features that I began. Of course, that is up to
Mike, but I believe that, at least in the beginning, he will
keep the format close to what it presently is.
I do want to leave with some thoughts about The Dispatch.
First, of all the benefits to membership in NASG, The Dispatch is the only one that is for everybody. That makes it
important to keep its quality as high as possible. High
quality invariably means high cost. At Syracuse, there was
some thought among the Board of Trustees that dues
would have to be raised in order to cover rising costs. The
Dispatch represents a very large part of those costs. At
least a few of the members were opposed to higher dues.
As editor, I did not speak at the time. However, I do not
think that the cost of dues in the NASG, only part of which
is for The Dispatch, is in any way burdensome to any of us.
I would personally vote for an increase to the dues if that
were necessary to keep The Dispatch going as a high quality magazine.
Second, having said that, I am bound to point out that there
are other impediments to quality that cannot be addressed
by raising dues. Perhaps the foremost of these is the material that is received for publication in The Dispatch. This
material should not only be of good quality but also must
cover the range of interests represented by the membership. Unless there is enough of such material, obviously
there cannot be six issues per year of good or better quality.
During my two years as editor, I did not receive enough useful material to provide six issues of reasonable quality with
an appropriate range of subject matter. I had to generate
much of it myself. That was by far the heaviest burden of
being editor. I believe therefore that the time has come to
consider going back to a quarterly schedule. Indeed, if I am
asked, I will recommend that The Dispatch be
published on a quarterly basis with a fifth issue being devoted to the national convention and associated activities.
The convention issue, if handled somewhat similarly to the
way I did it, requires little in the way of planning and organizing. Its content is essentially determined by the format
of the convention. It is therefore considerably less work
than the other issues.
A quarterly schedule should lessen the demand for material, but it would also lessen the work burden of the editor.
And yes, it would reduce the cost of production of The Dispatch. Whether that reduction would be sufficient to avoid
raising dues will depend on a number of factors and I am not
suggesting reducing the schedule as a way to avoid raising
dues. My primary concern here is finding a formula that is
sustainable by the editor as he or she goes about bringing us
a magazine of good quality.

MEET AN
'S'
GAUGER

Dan Navarre
We don't know whether is it the Raisin
half or the River half, but Dan Navarre is
the other half of River Raisin, Importers
of fine S scale brass locomotives, cars
and accessories. How did this dynamic
duo get started? Sort of by accident, it
appears.
Dan, like so many of us, had returned to
S gauge after many years of absence, not
only from S gauge but also from model
railroading altogether. His return
occurred somewhat in conjunction with
Lionel Trains reintroduction of American Flyer trains. That stimulated his recollections of his American Flyer days
dating from his first AF train set when
he was in the second grade. He joined
the Southeastern Michigan S Gaugers in
the very early 1980s and it was this association that brought him and Jim Kindraka together. In 1984, Jim was transferred from Milwaukee to the Detroit
area and soon made contact with the
SMSG. The club had kicked around the
idea of shouldering a brass car project
but it never got off the ground as a club
project and Dan and Jim decided to do it
themselves. From that followed River
Raisin and the airslide hopper cars, their
first import project.
By profession Dan is a licensed forester,
licensed in the State of Michigan, where
he is the Deputy Director of Wayne

County Parks and Recreation bureau.
He studied forestry at Michigan State
University from which he graduated
before returning to the Detroit area. He
is married and has two children, a boy
and a girl, ages about 10 and 11. Neither
is very much into model railroading at
least in part because they lead very busy
lives doing other things like water skiing
and playing baseball. The Navarres live
right near a lake and water sports come
very naturally. Boating, especially with
his family, ranks among Dan's other
hobbies.
He once included coin collecting and
running among his other hobbies. He
was quite serious about running in earlier days and trained intensively for a
marathon. "Training for the marathon
was probably the hardest thing I have
ever done", he exclaimed. He no longer
runs with such discipline, but now and
then he still gets out to jog to keep fit.
What brought him back to model railroading? "Well, I like railroads; I suppose that is some of it. My father's
father was a railroad man who worked
for the Michigan Central and then went
to the New York Central. I don't know
if that was much of an influence on me
or not, but there was a family connection
there to railroads. Model railroading, in
my mind, has so many facets that there is

something for everyone. You can be as
deep into working with others as you
want or you can be as alone as you want.
For me, model railroading is a release
from the burdens of the world so to
speak. I am more of a modeler than an
operator, and enjoy the solitary preoccupation of model building. Before River
Raisin I did a lot of modeling and
entered many contests. I won a number
of blue ribbons and worked my way up
to Master Craftsman status. Since we
began River Raisin I have not entered a
contest, which means the last three
years. However, I have collected a reasonable set of motive power and rolling
stock and, one day when we move to a
suitable house, I expect to build that
dream layout."
Dan's favorite prototype railroads are the
C&O and Pere Marquette. These are the
prototypes that he expects to emphasize
on his ultimate layout. However, long
ago he developed his own freelance concept which allows him to use any locomotive or rolling stock that suits his
fancy while emphasizing his favorite
prototypes. He even had private decals
made for his railroad, The Keewenaw
Bay and River Raisin Railroad. We can
all hope that Dan will find the real estate
for the KB&RR road before much
longer....RWJ

MORE COMMAND CONTROL
Bob Jackson with John Long

As has been pointed out in previous
articles of this series, one of the pluses
of command control is the ability to
control individual locomotives from
more than one point. (This ability is
not unique to command control, it can
also be a feature of voltage control
throttles when appropriately designed.) This capability requires
another level of wiring. Keller Engineering employs standard stereo
phone plugs with the keypads for its
ONBOARD system. These are used
because the plugs are very easily
removed and re-inserted at the next
station. The corresponding stereo
phone jacks must be the three conductor, open circuit type. Stereo phone
plugs and jacks are not required for
command control; other three conductor plugs could be used but they should
be easily connected and disconnected.
The same electrical considerations will
apply to them as do those which apply
to the ONBOARD approach to distributed operating locations.
The multiplexing power supply of command control, the "mixer" in the case
of ONBOARD, will have built into it a
contact point for input from remote
operating locations. The ONBOARD
system has a small three contact terminal strip located on the edge of the
card on which all the electronic components of the mixer are mounted.
The three terminals are intended for a
+12 volt line, a signal line and a common line. Remote stereo phone jacks
are wired in parallel along the lines
leading from these terminals. It essential that all jacks are correctly wired
because an error can seriously damage
the control units. It is most highly recommended that you use color coded
wire to help avoid incorrect wiring of
the jacks. The wire for these lines can
be much smaller than the wire used for
the power bus. However, selection of

the wire size must also take into
account the distance that the most
remote jack will be from the mixer.
Standard intercom cable is usable up
to 50 feet. Number 20 wire is usable
up to 100 feet. I have used 18 gauge
wire for this purpose on my railroad
just to avoid having to worry, in any
case, about the distance from a remote
jack to the mixer.
Location of the remote control jacks is
completely arbitrary and can be anywhere you think is useful. Clearly, one
of your first considerations is to place
them at points of high usage, such as
yards or complex industrial locations.
After that, you may want to consider
the routes that your trains will take
and locate your jacks where the train
is visible at all times from at least one
location. Yet another important consideration is where your turnout controls are located and whether they are
remotely controlled or not. Obviously,
it would be just a touch more than
annoying to have your locomotive
arrive at a turnout set against it, only
to find that the turnout control is just
beyond the reach of your keypad or
control unit. You could come to an
emergency stop, of course but, as they
say, that ain't no way to run a railroad.
An important part of determining location is the length of the tether that
your control units have.
The
ONBOARD keypads are furnished
with four feet long cables which provide an effective range of about 10 feet
depending on your arm reach. That
might be quite adequate if you have
enough remote jacks. In all likelihood,
however[ you will find a longer tether
useful, at least at some locations.
With stereo phone jacks this is very
easy to accomplish. Most stereo stores
will have a variety of stereo cables
already made up. These are available

in several lengths and either as
straight or coiled cables. I prefer the
coiled ones since, for a given length,
they are neater and require less fuss
than straight ones. However, the
coiled cables are also heavier and
exert a constant tug on the keypad
which can be tiring and annoying. For
most of my remote operating locations,
I have standardized on the following
set up. Each location has two jacks,
mounted side by side. One of these
(Radio Shack 274-312) is mounted
directly in the fascia board. The other
(Radio Shack inline jack 274-141) is at
the end of a six foot straight cable.
The jack end of the cable has a small
patch of velcro which is used to hold it
to the fascia board when it is not in
use. This arrangement effectively provides about a 20 foot range at each
location when it is needed. It also permits two operators to operate at each
location with less likelihood of interfering with each other.
Let's let John Long relate his experience in wiring his own Swatara and
Western Railroad.
"My layout is not large in square feet
because it is on a shelf, for the most
part, around the perimeter of my basement. This does, however, result in
long distances from the power supply to
the outer segments of the layout. When
I first began construction of my layout, I
acquired two large coils of No. 14 copper wire so I first started wiring with
this, with blocks controlled by on-off
switches. I was then using an old Lionel
ZW transformer which I had connected
to a rectifier and a double-pole, doublethrow switch. This was not very
refined, nor was it very satisfactory.
When I received the ONBOARD system, I read and re-read and re-re-read
the instructions. The first decision I

made was that I needed larger power
bus wiring. I bought a coil of No. 8
wire and proceeded to run two loops
the total length of my layout. I
marked one at short intervals in order
to distinguish it from the other so that
I would not accidentally confuse the
polarity. (This was my answer to the
lack of color coding.) I then connected
my No. 8 bus wires to the old No. 14
bus wires by means of short No. 14
connectors at numerous points. In
effect, my bus wires were now a combination of No. 8 and No. 14 wire. I then
added many more No. 14 connections
from the bus wire to the track. I followed the ONBOARD guidelines to
determine the number of No. 14 leads
that I needed. Finally, I soldered all
the rail joint connectors before I felt
that I had a truly effective power distribution system. You, of course, will
not need two power buses. However,
my approach made use of what I
already had installed and the same
idea may be useful to you. As you
already know, the choice of the size of
wire used in the power bus will be
determined by the out and back distance of the longest run from your
power source.
For additional keypad connections, I
elected to run three No. 18, color
coded, wires as recommended by
Keller Engineering. I ran these wires
continuously around the layout. I
allowed some slack to exist so that I
could add stereo jacks wherever experience dictated. I am glad I did that
because my experience has shown the
need to add them in the course of
time.
A special feature that I wanted was an
emergency stop capability which
would shut down the whole system if
need be. For this I ran a light (No. 24)
wire loop the entire distance around
the layout. Momentary, normally
closed push button switches located at
every keypad plug site are wired into
this loop. This circuit controls a relay
switch located between the
ONBOARD mixer and the track. Of
necessity, I had to add a reset switch
to restore power to the track when the

problem was fixed. The reset switch is
a momentary, normally open, push
button. Figure 1 shows how the STOP
and RESET switches are wired into
the system.
There are several wyes on my layout.
As you know, wyes (and return loops
and turntables) present a problem to
model railroads because they are
places where the rails of opposite electrical polarity can oppose one another
and cause a dead short unless some
provision is made to avoid the short.
For the ONBOARD system, providing
a means to avoid these shorts in wyes
is a bit simpler than in conventional
wiring even though the principal is
identical in both cases. This is due to
the fact that track polarity does not
control the direction of the train with
ONBOARD. Thus, I chose one track
lead to the wye which was as close to
my longest train as I could get and
wired a DPDT switch into it. Then, as
the train approaches the turnout, I
simply flip the DPDT switch to the
proper polarity for the leg of the wye
that the train will use. The gaps in the
rails must be at the same location or
else a short can occur as grounded
truck wheels cross the gap.
Although it is not necessary to divide a
layout into electrical blocks with
ONBOARD, (or other command control systems) I recommend doing so.
On my layout, and I will bet on yours,
there are several places where a short
circuit can occur in the track. Also,
sometimes I unwittingly leave metal
tools laying across the track. Moreover, though infrequently, it does
occur that a frog polarity switch will
get out of adjustment and cause a
short circuit. Whatever the reason,
blocks with SPST switches will make
it possible to isolate the short to a single block relatively easily and, thus,
hasten finding and fixing it.
There are other reasons for using
blocks. Although, with ONBOARD, as
with all command control, you can
leave an engine sitting indefinitely in
one location (it wont move until it
receives a command to do so), it is

often convenient to have spurs or sidings which you can selectively turn the
power on or off. Such blocks can be as
short as your shortest locomotive or as
long as you want them. These can be
used to park locomotives or trains that
will not be used during a particular
session. Or, to "stage" a train which is
then left standing on dead track until
it is needed. They can also be used to
get around the limitation of 20 control
channels that are provided by
ONBOARD. (Similar limitations apply
to certain other command control systems, also). If, for some reason, you
must have more than 20 locomotives
equipped with ONBOARD, which you
want to operate independently of each
other, you can use the same channel in
two different locomotives and leave
one parked on a dead block while the
other operates. (Obviously, the use of
the same channel for more than one
locomotive is also a way of double
heading locomotives that are reasonably close to each other in operating
characteristics.)
Maintenance has not been much of a
problem. I wipe the rails several
times a year and apply RailZip (tm).
Occasionally, I clean the wheels and
wipe the eye of the "chug" synchronizer. With RailZip (tm), I don't seem to
need to clean the rails often at all. Of
course, DIRT! is the enemy on any
layout".
I like John's idea of an emergency stop
feature and will try to incorporate it
into my own railroad. However, I want
to try to find a way to have only the
block affected shut down, rather than
take down the whole system. When I
figure out how to do it, I will let you
know.
PLEASE NOTE: I WILL SOON BE
PRESENTING A QUESTION AND
ANSWER ARTICLE ABOUT COMMAND CONTROL. I HAVE A NUMBER OF QUESTIONS WHICH I
BELIEVE WILL PROVE OF INTEREST TO ALL. HOWEVER, IF YOU
HAVE A QUESTION AND JUST
HAVE NOT YET SENT IT IN, NOW
IS THE TIME TO DO SO.
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TRACK

VersaCAD™ Drawing by Bill Stone
from a drawing by G.M.S.

T1 - 110V TO 18V TRANSFORMER
LED1 - 2.5V GREEN LE.D. (TRACK POWER INDICATOR)
R1 - 270 Q RESISTOR (REDUCES VOLTAGE TO LED1)
RELAY - 12 VDC/CONTRACTS RATED 10 AMPS - RADIO SHACK 275-218 OR EQUIV.
(NOTE: CONTACTS 1 AND 2 ARE UNUSED)
D1 - 50V, 1A DIODE (REDUCES ARCING OF SW1 - SW8 CONTACT POINTS)
LED2 - 2.5V RED L.E.D. (EMERGENCY STOP LOOP CONTINUITY INDICATOR)
R2 - 270 Q RESISTOR (REDUCES VOLTAGE TO LED2)
D2 - 50V, 1A DIODE (CONVERTS A.C. POWER TO D.C. ON RELAY COIL)
R3 - 67 0,1/2 WATT RESISTOR (REDUCES 189 VOLT TO 12 VOLTS ON RELAY COIL)
SW1 - SW4 - MOMENTARY CONTACT (N.O.) SWITCHES LOCATED AROUND LAYOUT (ENERGIZES TRACK
VOLTAGE AT START-UP OR AFTER EMERGENCY STOP - ADDITIONAL SWITCHES CAN BE
ADDED IN PARALLEL AS REQUIRED)
SW5 - SW8 - MOMENTARY BREAK (N.C.) SWITCHES LOCATED AROUND LAYOUT (PROVIDES
EMERGENCY STOP BY CUTTING POWER TO THE TRACK - ADDITIONAL SWITCHES CAN BE
ADDED IN SERIES AS REQUIRED)
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PROFILES OF THE

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF S GAUGERS
John Metzger
As of June 5,1992, the membership of the National Association of S Gaugers was distributed as found in the tables that
occur below.

NUMBER OF MEMBERS BY YEARS
1 - 1966
18 - 1981
1 - 1967
25 - 1982
1 - 1970
28 - 1983
1 - 1971
27 - 1984
1 - 1972
39 - 1985
1 - 1974
27 - 1986
1 - 1975
36 - 1987
34-1976
37-1988
19 - 1977
167 - 1989
14-1978
348-1990
18-1979
286-1991
8 - 1980
144 - 1992
NUMBER OF MBRS BY REGION
732 - EASTERN REGION
335 - CENTRAL REGION
215 - WESTERN REGION
1282 - TOTAL

POSTAL ZONE / COMPLIMENTARIES
W/I POSTAL ZONE
DOMESTIC
1.
43
2.
22
3.
142
4.
292
5.
503
f\-t
.
7.
156
o
8.

LIFE
(1)

1249

$$$$

(3)
(3)
(9)
/O"\1

(4)
(4)
(3)

(1)

(3)

(20)

(11)

FOREIGN

CANADA
Cl
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6

AB
BC
MT
ON
QB
SK

Fl.
F2.
F3.

5
2
3
16
3
1

AUSTRALIA
GERMANY
SWEDEN

NUMBER OF MEMBERS BY STATE

ro
IL
nsr

KS

3
0
5
10
115
22
34
1
2
29
14
0
9
3
78
32
7

TOTAL: 1249

KY
LA
ME
MD
MA
MI
MN
MO
MS
MT
NE
NV
NH
NJ
NM
NY
NC

1
1
1
3

30

AL
AK
AR
AZ
CA
CO
CT
DC
DE
FL
GA
ffl
IA

RECAPITULATION

7
3
6
41
56
42
16
57
1
1
8
3
8
77
5
110
9

ND
OH
OK
OR

PA
RI

sc

SD
TN
TX
UT
VA
VT
WA
WI
WV
WY

1
99
9
16
147
3
6
1
11
35
2
40
1
25
32
6
1

(61)
(06)
(22)
(01)
(12)
(01)
(20)
(11)
890
341
3
2
1

EXP6/92 SHELTER PAID
EXP6/93 SHELTER PAID
EXP6/92 CONTRIB MEMBRS
EXP6/93 CONTRIB MEMBRS
EXP6/92 FAMILY MEMBERS
EXP6/93 FAMILY MEMBERS
LIFE MEMBERS
COMPLIMENTARIES
HAVE PAID 1992 DUES
HAVE PAID 1993 DUES
12 HAVE PAID 1994 DUES
HAVE PAID 1995 DUES
HAVE PAID 1996 DUES
HAS PAID 2000 DUES

1249
30
3

USA MEMBERS
CANADIAN MEMBERS
FOREIGN MEMBERS

1282

TOTAL MEMBERSHIP

OPERATING AMERICAN FLYER
ON DIRECT CURRENT
Bill Krause
(Editor's Note: It appears that many
people do not realize that Gilbert American Flyer locomotives are powered with
what are called universal motors which
can operate either on DC or AC. I have
noted that there is an interest in running
AF together with scale equipment. Obviously there are obstacles to over come,
but running all locos on DC is not one of
them. Bill Krause addressed this matter
in the March issue of The Connecticut S
Gaugers newsletter and it seems very
worthwhile to reproduce his comments
here. They have been edited for the purposes of The Dispatch...RWJ)
It may seem odd that I as an S sealer
should comment on AF operation. However, I am responding to the frequent
questions asked of and by the members
of The Connecticut S Gaugers.
My response to the question of which
sort of electrical power to use for those
interested in building their railroad
empire and who are interested in operation rather than collecting, is to start right
NOW by using DC rather than AC to
operate your trains. It is also preferable
to use a hand-held throttle. To explain
that advice, it is necessary to discuss several factors and to understand current
product trends.
FIRST, with the exception of a few steam
locos made with permanent magnet DC
motors, the vast majority of American
Flyer locos made by A.C. Gilbert ran on
AC. Reversing the direction of the AC
locos was accomplished by so-called
latching relays which went through a
sequence of Forward-Neutral-ReverseNeutral in typical operation. (Some later
relays found in diesel units did away with
the neutral positions.) These reversing
relays were usually found in the tenders
of steam locos or the cabs of diesels.
What you may not realize is that these
AF locos will operate in the same manner
on DC as on AC. In a few cases, the
reversing sequence will be more reliably
10

performed with AC than DC because AC
sets up a slight vibration which facilitates
the operation of balky latching relays.
That is a problem that can usually be
solved by a tune-up of the relay. Our
Club has been running AF locos with DC
on our modules for seven years. Moreover, the Lionel production of AF runs
equally well on DC. At a recent Club
show, the newly released New Haven EP5s performed beautifully on DC.
SECOND, if your goal is operation, when
you start adding new motive power you
are not likely to be selecting AF made by
Lionel. Why? Because, you can get
more up-to-date technology at lower
prices and higher quality by buying
American Models or S Helper Service
locomotives. I realize that this will be a
controversial statement to some, but let
me emphasize that my remarks are made
with the assumption that your primary
goal is operation rather than collecting.
While I am at this point let me point out
that you can obtain from these sources
3/16 scale locomotives with hi-rail wheels
that will operate on your AF trackage, if
that is your preference. As normally
equipped these hi-rail locomotives have a
highly efficient DC can motor. You can
obtain them with an electronic gizmo that
lets you operate them on AC for an extra
$31 dollars. But why pay for that when,
by operating all locos on DC, you don't
need the gizmo at all?!
Now, for the second part of my advice,
let me first note that A.C. Gilbert production American Flyer locomotives used
motors that were far less efficient than
today's DC can motors. Many of those
motors will have a current draw
approaching two amps; locos with two
motors could exceed that current level.
Therefore, the commonly available power
packs may not have adequate capacity to
fun an older AF loco, especially if it is
pulling a string of lighted cars. To run
the older AF locos you need a power

pack that can handle 4 amps! (This does
not apply to the newer Lionel production.) Such power packs are available but
they get pricey and it might be to your
advantage to obtain relatively inexpensive bridge rectifiers and use them in conjunction with your AF transformers to
convert the power from AC to DC.
I think there is a better way, though. That
is to use hand-held throttles which permit
you to walk around with your train. Not
only does this enhance your sense of
involvement but you get a better view of
the action which makes the whole thing
more interesting. There are two basic
designs of these throttles. One has all but
the transformer in a hand-held unit. This
design, while less costly, has the disadvantage of getting warm in your hand.
This is particularly true with units that
must carry the current loads imposed by
the older AF locos. Several of my throttles, designed more for HO trains have
burned out at club modular meetings.
The other design has only the control
parts of the circuit in the hand-held unit.
These devices are smaller and lighter, but
the wiring is more complex.
The unit that we currently recommend to
club members is the RIX Hand-held Transistor Throttle (RIX Powerplus Products,
5221 Hogue Road, Evansville, IN 47712.
Tel: 812-422-6810.) As hand-held units
go this is a comparatively simple device
that includes automatic circuit breaker,
track voltage lamp, overload lamp, PC
board mounting rack, and a 12' cord. It is
rated at 4 amps at 6 to 24 volts.
To handle 4 amps of current, the secret of
this device is it's big heat-sink that is
mounted on a PC board which is 3" wide
by 6" long. The cost of this throttle is
$50+, but you may be able to find it discounted.
In Figure 1 below, I have diagramed a
complete RIX assembly. Note that it has
two sections. The first is the PC board
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FIGURE 3
SHOWING THROTTLE CABLE
WIRE CONNECTIONS

COAST TO COAST
IN S SCALE
Bob Jackson
L The Pattiville and Charleston Railroad. Charles Bettinger is a recent convert to S scale. (See
"Changing Scales!" in this issue.) The P&C RR
resides in Vernon, Connecticut.
2 and 3.Two scenes from John Bortz's well
known Pennepack Valley and Western
in Huntingdon Valley, Pennsylvania.
4, 5 and 6. Roy Hoffman's Perm Western in Cherry
Hill, New Jersey. We understand that the Penn
Western has gone to the Valhalla for model railroads. We hope that Roy has enough slides for us
to do a retrospective of it.
7 and 8. The Minnesota Heartland, found in Plymouth,
Minnesota, is Ken Zieska's favorite railroad. A
fuller report is in preparation.
9, 10 and 13. Silas Kayle's P T C and D RR is found in
Dave Jasper's home in Bloomington, Minnesota.
The PTC&DRR initials are derived from his children's names. I will have to go back to Bloomington to learn what they stand for!

RADIO SHACK POLARIZED CONNECTOR
WIRE PLUG SAME COLOR & #

FEMALE 274-236

MALE PLUG 274-226

11 and 12. The Lehigh and Susquehanna reflects Bill
Smith's love for Eastern railroads despite the fact
that the L&S is found in Longmont, Colorado.
Bill grew up in Washington, D.C.

FIGURE 4
SHOWING AC & DC POWER
CONNECTION
4 WIRES

POSITIONS 1 & 2 AC INPUT

14 through 20. Despite the fact that it is in Mercer
Island, Washington, the Westchester Connecting
Line feels a lot like the New York Central. Since
it is Dick Karne's railroad, that doesn't surprise.

POSITIONS 3 & 4 DC OUTPUT

X"

RADIO SHACK PLUG

X

X
RADIO SHACK SOCKET
274-205

12

21, 22, 23, and 24. John Tomlinson of Redmond,
Washington has the Union Pacific under construction. John has a strong preference for highly
detailed scenes which he completes before moving on. We hope another visit to the Seattle area
will permit us to check progress.

274-204

25, 26 and 27. The Sierra Railway of Northern California was a fabled line in its own time. Barney
Daehler's S scale rendition of it is equally fabled
among S gaugers.
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SHORT AND EASY
Kent L. Singer

A Quick Bridge Railing
JOHN LONG, an occasional contributor to the Short & Easy column
has come up with a rather interesting
idea for a bridge railing.
Furthermore, John took the time and
effort to write up the concept and provide a usable sketch, something
that's always appreciated, and certainly above and beyond the call. So
without further nonsense, I'll turn the
column over to John.
The stone arch bridge over the river

at Rickville Junction needed a railing
to be complete. I had poured a "concrete" wall along the sides of the
track but had not erected the railing.
My answer to this need may provide
the answer to yours. It's quick, easy
and inexpensive.
I used 3/32" (6") channel from Plastruct and 1/32" (2") piano wire. The
dimensions for assembly are shown on
the sketch. I cut the posts 1" long:
this scales out to 64". I drilled 7/64"
holes in the "concrete" wall at 1-1/8"

(6') intervals. You can space the
posts at any convenient interval from
5 to 8 feet. I put all the posts on a
pair of pre-cut wires at the approximate intervals, gluing only the first
one to the wires until after erection. I
filled the holes in the "concrete" wall
with white glue and inserted the
posts. It helps to first let the glue set
a short time to hold the posts where
they belong. Also, use a small object
to consolidate the glue to avoid air
pockets.

GOT AN IDEA? Perhaps you've created some detail to stick along your right-of-way, set on a loading dock, dress up a
building, etc.,etc. We're always looking for fresh projects. If you'd like to contribute, the rules are simple: The project
should be somewhat related to railroading and it should be capable of being completed in one or two evenings. You
needn't worry about drawings or photographs. We can do the drawings and have photos taken. All that is necessary is a
sketch of the project with some dimensions, a list of the materials and a short description of how to build it. Submit your
ideas to Short and Easy, c/o Kent L. Singer, 105 Highland Dr., Baldwinsville, NY 13027.
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CHANGING SCALES!
Roger W. Slack and Charles Bettinger
Editor's Note: This article is a composite of two articles in which the converts leave HO for O Gauge in one case and S scale
in another. The idea for this article occurred when I read an article by Eoger W. Slack which was published in O Gauge Railroading in February, 1991. Mr. Slack had converted from HO to O Gauge and his article described the sometimes painful
transition. I felt that there might be come lessons for us S gaugers which could instruct us how better to encourage others to
convert to S. I contacted O Gauge Railroading and received permission to reprint the article. OGR put me in touch with Mr.
Slack who agreed to respond to a list of questions that I had provided him. However, Mr. Slack, a comparatively recent
retiree, never quite got around to responding, later, in an offhanded way, I learned that Charles Bettinger had not too long
ago converted to S from HO. I then asked him if he would provide a companion article. I leave it to the readers to extract
some "lessons".

THE TRAUMA OF
MOVING UP TO O GAUGE
By Roger W. Slack
(reprinted by permission from O Gauge Railroading)
Do you remember what it's like to be
a novice? To be in a group of model
railroaders and not understand half of
a conversation? Well, I just found out
you don't have to be new to model railroading to have that feeling—and I had
forgotten how lost you can feel.
Recently my wife and I sold our small
business, which left time for me to
take up model railroading again.
Although I am a longtime HO modeler
(mostly armchair), this seemed the
time to try my hand at O scale for the
new layout. This fulfills a longtime
dream for the larger size, mostly
ignored because we never had enough
space for a large layout. Even now
space is cramped for O gauge, but the
time has come to change. In addition
to the dream, I have come to realize
that after the age of 50, HO is smaller
than it used to be. The decision was
cemented in place by selling all my HO
equipment. There was now no going
back. The next step was to determine
what was possible in the available
space, and what was available to go
into that space.
I started by reading advertisements in
Railroad Model Craftsman and sending
for catalogs. Then came the discovery
of _O-Gauge Railroading_, which
helped me focus on O scale equipment
and manufacturers. I soon felt like
someone in a foreign country, who did
not know the language. Lionel terms
and acronyms were a whole new Ian18

knew that I needed track, roadbed,
switches, structures and rolling stock,
but first I had to learn the differences
between scale and tinplate rolling
stock, locos and track. About this
time someone pointed out GarGraves
phantom track—the tinplate dream
that will help the layout look more
realistic.

Drawing by Roger W. Slack

guage, while previously familiar terms
now had different meanings. In HO
scale terms are pretty straightforward
and consistent, but not so in O. Scale
and gauge are used interchangeably
(but not always). "O Scale" seems to
be neophyte, usually to refer to scale 2rail equipment and operation, while "O
Gauge" most often refers to tinplate.
And Hi-rail and 3-rail appear to be synonymous with tinplate. But then, I
found that O-27 meant 27" diameter,
not a 27" radius! And switches —the
word "turnout" isn't used too much in
O gauge literature, where tinplate
switches are sold by the diameter of
the circle and not by the frog number.
What have I gotten myself into?
The next step was to determine what
was available and where to get it. I

As I studied OGR and the catalogs I'd
received, I quickly discovered that
most of the HO manufacturers and distributors familiar to me were not in O
scale. This meant learning who made
what, with no help from past experience. I poured over the catalogs and
back issues of OGR to become
acquainted with the suppliers. Compared to HO scale, there were far
fewer manufacturers, fewer products,
and less selection available. I had
known that O Gauge had far fewer
advocates than HO, but I had not
translated that into product availability. (No wonder so many O gaugers are
scratch-builders.) This meant adjusting my wants to coincide with what
was available, then finding out where
to get these products. None of the
dealers in my area has much to do with
O scale/gauge—I live in an O scale
desert! The primary means of getting
the products needed in building my
new layout will have to be mail order,
with an occasional trip to Roanoke,
VA hobby shops (about 80 miles away).
As layout planning progressed, there

have been other learning experiences
as well: clearances, grades, and just
plain overall size of everything. It's
amazing how much clearance space is
required for bridges, tunnel portals,
and parallel tracks. The space it takes
to raise one track over another really
hit home. Then the amount of space
that structures and scenery required
almost did in the whole project.
Although I knew the overall size differ-

ence between HO and O water tanks,
the impact of the footprint difference
did not register until I tried to find that
perfect place for the water tank.

However, things are moving ahead
well now. Structure and scenery planning is finished and the sub-roadbed is
almost complete.

What has evolved is that not nearly as
much can go into a given space as I
first anticipated. The layout planning
has included several "back to the
drawing board" sessions when things
just did not fit into the allotted space.

Changing scales has been truly an education. I'm looking forward not only to
getting the track in place so trains can
move, but finally, after so many years,
having a finished layout complete with
scenery.

GETTING STARTED IN S SCALE
By Charles Bettinger
About five years ago, after having
been in HO since about the age of 12
and after having several times started
on a layout and then changed my
plans part way through, I realized
that something about HO just did not
quite fill the bill for me. Of course
my wife tells the story just a little bit
differently. She claims it was part of
my mid-life crisis since it was that
year that I hit the big FIVE-OH! She
may have a point since it was true
that I had found that my arms weren't
quite long enough any more. Whatever the reasons I decided that I needed
a change from HO.
In casting about for information and
ideas, I started attending NER conventions to observe what I could. I
paid more attention to the O, On3
and S scale layouts, large and small,
than I had before. I found that I
began to appreciate the larger scales.
To get my feet wet, I started to build
some On2 freight cars. It did not
click with me though and I persevered with HO.
Later, I obtained the Kalmbach video
tapes which featured Dick Powell's S
scale railroad among the collection of
first rate model railroads. That
rekindled an old memory. Joe Scales
used to live in my area and I had
always admired his S scale railroad.
The wheels started turning and I
began to develop a real longing to create a railroad that was different, challenging and fulfilling.

Still later, I attended the NER convention on Long Island and, while
there, visited an S scale home layout.
Not bad, I thought, small, but nice.
The pangs of hunger for a larger scale
began anew. Forget it, I thought,
you've got too much invested in HO!
For a time longer I ignored the pangs
and continued on in HO. But, one
day in 1988, I bought one, just one,
(having remembered my On2 experience) S scale box car. That was the
end of me, I WAS HOOKED!!!
To complete my conversion and
make my commitment final, I began
tearing down my HO layout and started selling whatever I could at train
shows or to friends. I also, little by
little, began acquiring S scale equipment as I found it. Needless to say,
during this period my HO friends
thought that I had totally lost it. My
wife discussed whether or not I
should be committed (to an institution, I mean.)
Thus did I become an S sealer, not
100% sure that I had done the right
thing. Still, the die was cast. I joined
the Connecticut S scale group from
whom I got some good help. I also
linked up with a former co-worker
who is in the same scale and that has
been a major help.
The biggest problem I had was rinding
S scale equipment, track, cars,
engines and so-forth. Luckily, I found
a hobby shop in Warren, MA which

had an AM FP7, GP9, some track,
turnouts, cars and so-forth. Not
much, but it was what I needed to get
started.
Next, I needed a good track plan.
With help from my friend, we drew up
a plan and were very pleasantly surprised that we could get a very satisfactory plan in the same physical area
that my HO layout had occupied.
One of the big problems here was getting the old brain upstairs to scale up
to 3/16ths. Like they say, teaching
an old dog new tricks is not especially
easy, but eventually I mastered it.
We then set about building the tables
and benchwork.
One of the hard learned lessons was
that some of my old HO buildings
were just the right size for S scale.
Yep, you guessed it. I had already
sold them. Bad move! Oh well, hindsight is always 20-20! Now, I look for
either HO or S scale buildings that
will fit my needs.
With all this behind me, I now have a
good running railroad, which is what I
wanted. I am very happy that S scale
is my scale.
If it weren't for the Connecticut S
sealers group, talking with other S
sealers, and most of all, the support of
my Wednesday night group, "The
Roundhouse Boys", I would not be
where I am today. Thanks to all for
your help and support.
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AMERICAN MODELS (10088
Colonial Ind. Drive, S. Lyon, MI 48187)
is waiting for the test shots of the
handrails to the GP-35's. Once the
tooling for this, the fuel tanks, windows and horn is finished, they will be
able to ship. Ron has received the
first test shot of the Alco PA (Phase
1). American Models is still planing to
sell the PA's in the PRR tuscan and
the NP two tone green scheme as A-BA sets. The GG-1, will be offered in the
5-stripe tuscan scheme as an exclusive
from S Helper Service. They are trying to have the sectional track back on
the market by the convention. A new
jig had to be made to pre-bend the
rails for the curved track sections.
BILL'S TRAIN SHOP (PO Box
1672, Seffiier, FL 33584) is working on
models of stock pens. These will
include two loading/unloading ramps.
One for single level, the other for two
level stock cars. The price is to be
determined. BTS still has the piggyback ramps and loading dock kits in
stock at $16.95.
GREENBERG PUBLISHING
COMPANY, INC (7566 Main Street,
Sykesville, MD 21784) has released its
new AMERICAN FLYER S GAUGE
PARTS LIST and EXPLODED DIAGRAMS, 1979-1991 by Gary T. Svehar.
This 40 page booklet contains all the
diagrams and parts lists which are
indispensable for repair and maintenance of Lionel Trains production of
American Flyer. It sells for $9.95 at
your hobby dealer.
NORTHWEST SHORT LINES
(Box 423 Seattle, WA 98111-0423) now
has weathered (blackened) replacement wheels sets for American Models
and Pacific Rail Shop trucks. These
are made to the NASG standards
(code 110 with 0.800" min back-toback) with pointed axles. The price is
$5.95 for four. They do give discounts
20

for bulk orders. S Helper Service
bought 1000 (half 33" and half 36"). A
tip of the hat to Josh Seltzer who convinced NWSL to blacken these wheels
for us.
OLD PULLMAN (8195 25th St.,
Vero Beach, FL 32966) now has NASG
code 100 three point check gage.
These are used in keeping the rails in
correct gauge and are especially
important while laying curved track.
The price is $3.95. Other products
from Old Pullman are code 100
turnouts (#4, $14; #5, $14.50; #6, $15,
#8, $15.50; and curved 30/48" radius,
$18; both Right and Lefts) and a 90
degree crossing, $19.95. All turnouts
and crossings come with a template. I
wonder if Josh can get them to offer
these weathered?
OMNICON (50 S. Lively Blvd., Elk
Grove Village, IL 60007) expects production models of the NYC Mohawks
any time now. Once they have been
all inspected, they will be shipped.
PACIFIC RAIL SHOPS (3205
Helms Rd., Grants Pass, OR 97527)
are now expecting the Canadian
National 50' boxcars with the noodle
logo. The single door car will come
with a yellow door, the double door car
will have the green (lumber) or boxcar
red door. They are working on the NP
car with the large NP and logo. The
1937 AAR 40' boxcars may not be finished for the NMRA national convention. You can order these cars until
October. More roadnames for the
1937 AAR cars later this fall.
RIVER RAISIN (6160 Upper Straits
Blvd., West Bloomfield, MI 48324)
expects the Model 40 Burro cranes
may be here by the convention. The
price is $299 unpainted and $325
painted in either yellow or orange.
They are still taking reservations on
three versions of the GE C30-7 diesels

and a U33C. A $200 deposit will
reserve one unit or $150 each for multiple units. The price for one unit is
$550, a pair will cost you $995. Hopefully, we will see a pilot model this fall.
In addition to the announced NYC
steel bay-window caboose (lot 782 and
827 Nos. 20203-20497), they have
added a C&O "90000-series" steel
cupola caboose. The C&O cabooses
were built from 1937 through 1947.
These survived into the Chessie era.
The C&O cabooses are due in September and the NYC are due in October.
The price for either of these gems is
$159, but if you order and send full
payment before August 15th, your
price is $149. They will be imported
through Overland Models and built by
Ajin of Korea. NYC decals for all the
F-units and E-units should be available for the convention. The price will
be in the $10 range.
ROCKY MOUNTAIN PUBLISHING (2929 Blake St., Denver, CO
80205-9920) I usually don't include
books, but when they are about a
favorite modeling subject that so many
S models can be used for, I just
couldn't resist. RAILWAY EXPRESSAn Overview, by Vic Roseman, is a
comprehensive look at one of the most
interesting aspects of American Railroads. This 128 page book is chock
full of photos, drawings, lettering diagrams, tables and text of how parcels
were moved when rail was king. This
is a must for anyone who wants to
model any aspect of REA operations. I
am looking forward to converting several Days Gone and Hartoy trucks to
Green REA trucks, as well as one of
South Wind's NYC express reefers.
This book is a real bargain at $12.95.
S HELPER SERVICE (2 Roberts
Rd., New Brunswick, NJ 08901) has
ordered another run of the bodies for
the 72' cars. As reported last issue,
they are out of the 5 car sets for PRR,

NH, CNW, NYC B&O & Pullman
green. They are now putting people
on a waiting list and are planning to
have them in the Fall. By the time
you read this, all the heavyweights
should have been delivered. They
expect the GP-35 later this summer
with tooling being the hang up. They
have had a positive response in
regards to offering sets with track and
transformers. Right now they are
looking at heavyweight passenger car
sets that would include either a FP-7,
RS-3, FA or the new PA. These
would be for 1993 and they may have
a color catalog.
SOUTHWIND MODELS (P.O.
Box 9293, Plant City, 33566) is still
taking deposits on several projects.
These include: the 9 car 1939 Santa
Fe "El Capitan" set of Budd built
light-weight passenger cars, the B&O
wagon top caboose, PA's, the Harriman and the PRR passenger cars. If
any of you would like any of these,
please give Jettie a call so we can get
moving.
S SCALE AMERICA (PO Box 671,
Kenmore, WA 90828-0671) is now finishing the 48' containers. The cost
willbe2/$10. Larry said they will be
making all the other sizes of containers. He has sent a sample of the 48'
container to Micro Scale so that they
can start on the artwork for decals.
Hopefully we will be seeing BN American decals later this summer. The
Dash-8's are in the planning stage.
Maybe we will see some movement on
this in the next few weeks.
RAILMASTER EXPORTS
209 Royal Road, Massey
Auckland 8, New Zealand
Phone: (09) 833-8711

FOR SALE FOR SALE

OFFICERS
OF THE

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
OF

S GAUGERS
PRESIDENT

Michael R. Ferraro
280 Gordon Road
Matawan, NJ 07747
(908) 566-4159

EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT
Morris (Moe) Berk, III
39 Graeler Drive
St. Louis, MO 63146
(314) 432-3417

EASTERN VICE PRESIDENT
Douglas G. Peck
6 Storeybrooke Drive
Newburyport, MA 01950
(508)465-8798
CENTRAL VICE PRESIDENT

David O. Held
6936 Yorktown Lane
Utica, MI 48087
(313) 739-2932
WESTERN VICE PRESIDENT

Lee M. Johnson
2472 Lariat Lane
Walnut Creek, CA 94596
(415) 943-1590
SECRETARY

Mark McFrederick
61930 Fairview Road
Barnesville, OH 43713
(614) 425-2784
TREASURER

David J. Davis
9316 Snow Road
Parma, OH 44130
(216) 842-1326

Brass passenger cars and cabooses;
American Models undecorated GP-9's
and AM FA's painted for Western
Maryland; car, structure and switch
kits; trucks and automobiles and
other miscellaneous items. SSAE or
Call. Roger W. Huber, 1218 Wentwood Drive, Pasadena, TX 77504.
(713)487-9088.

WANTED WANTED
Oriental NW-2 or SW-1 (notched hood
versions preferred), NASG covered
hoppers, Omnicon 4-6-0, River Raisin
H-30/30A covered hoppers, Overland
B&O Wagon Top boxcars. Roger W.
Huber, 1218 Wentwood Drive,
Pasadena, TX 77504.

NOTICE NOTICE NOTICE
Winslow Junction Scale Train and
Railroadiana Meet. September 13,
1992 at Winslow Fire Hall, Hall and
Hay Streets, Winslow, New Jersey.
10AM to 3PM. $3.00 per person,
Family $5.00. 150 passes to be issued
for a free ride on the caboose on the
Southern RR Co. of N.J. Passes
issued only to advance reservations.
$3.00 person to obtain passes, no discounts. Contact Bill Powell, 306
Broad St., Williamstown, NJ 08094.
(609) 728-1327 til 9PM.

FOR SALE FOR SALE
S Helper Service Cotton Belt RS-3,
new in the box, $130 plus $3.00 for
shipping. South Wind PRR R50B
Express Reefer, extraordinarily well
done custom paint with bronze lettering, $150.00. River Raisin 40'
Pfaudler Milk Car, highest quality
custom paint as Bowman Dairy car,
$150.00. Overland GP38-2, NIB, OMI1782, low hood, extended range
dynamic brakes, $375. Brian Jackson, 2925 Glenmere Court, Springfield, IL 62704.
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LIGHTING
ERTL
FIRE
TRUCKS: Every S Gauger is always
looking for new projects to draw attention to the many scenes that the has
created. One attention getting project
is a blinking fire truck. There is a simple way to get one with a Micro Liting
kit from GRS. The kit is N 1009 LBI,
Emergency "Lite Bar Dual Independent Action".
First, I completely disassembled an
Ertl fire truck (1764 scale, of course) to
get to the plastic lite bar. At first, I
was going to use the lite bar from GRS,
but came to feel that it was too small
for the S gauge truck, so I used the
Ertl light bar.
The Micro Lite kit is great! You
should first test the unit with a 9 volt
battery. If you are like me, you will be
very excited about your purchase.
Wiring is very simple. Drill two holes
into the red plastic lite bar, being very
careful not to go all the way through.
After you have drilled the holes, put
the lite bar back on the engine and
fish wiring around the wheels.
I placed my truck in front of a Plasticville fire station so as to hide the
circuit board. The board can be connected to any AC or DC power source.
I use DC, about 9 volts or so, and it
works great.
This lighting kit is expensive (about
$32.95) but everyone who sees the fire
truck working is very impressed. It
adds a lot to an otherwise static
scene....John Kosich
GOOD FLYER OPERATION
WITH ESHLEMAN'S CLOSED
FROG TURNOUTS: (From the
Connecticut S Gaugers newsletter.)
American Flyer's metal wheels sometimes short circuit at the point and
frog areas of Eshleman's closed frog
turnouts. First you must use the
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power routing method of getting the
current to the point assembly and frog
area with a micro-switch. Don't
depend on the point rails touching the
stock rails to do it. In turn, paint your
rails with Rail Brown to insulate them.
That should solve the problem of
shorts occurring with Flyer metal
wheels. Jeff Laverty has used Crazy
Glue to achieve the same end. Another problem that occurs with Flyer
wheels in Eshelman closed frog
turnouts arises as a clearance problem. The back-to-back width for Flyer
wheel sets is .668 inches. Eshelman
turnouts have clearances between
guard rails and closure rails that varies
between .685 inches and .670 inches.
So the solution is to unsolder your
guard rails and position them so that
the clearance is below .668 inches.
You could actually eliminate the guard
rails. I don't put guard rails on my
scratch-built closed frog turnouts.
Finally, note that the flange depth of
American Flyer wheels is .106 inches,
therefore, code .125 rail should provide sufficient clearance provided that
you
use
Small
Spikes
by
Railcraft....Bill Krause.
SOME USABLE ITEMS AND
IDEAS to be found along the way: I
have seen the l/64th scale NASCAR
Racing Team semis at K-Mart and
auto shows. The modern moving style
van could, with a proper paint job,
make a very creditable UPS van. The
UPSZ decals could probably be made
up from letter sets. The tractors could
be loaded 3 or 4 to a flatcar as though
they were being shipped to a dealer
from the factory. Price is real good at
around $9.00
The AHM HO Warren Truss bridge,
#2590C, would make a very nice onelane auto bridge, either as an entrance
to a factory, or as a country road
bridge. With widening, it could possibly be used as a light weight standard
gauge S scale RR bridge.

ERTL has a nice late model Ford pickup, but I have only seen it with monster truck tires. Put those tires in the
scrap box for a construction site or for
industrial equipment, and replace
them with standard sized wheels. A
bit pricey at $4.00, but OK to get 1 or 2
for variety's sake on your roads.
Look for a MAJORETTE display.
They have a very nice Jeep Grand
Wagoneer and also a modern police
car, both of which are nicely scaled
and detailed. At $2.00, a good
buy...Ted Larson.

NASG
Dispatch
Back Issues
Issuses Available

1990
VollS 1,2,4,5,6

1991
Voll4 1,2,3,5

1992
VollS 1,2,3
Please contact Secretary,
John Metzger for
availabe issues. Please
send John a SASE at
Rt. 4, Box 326 F
Troy, MO 63379.

IAR @#$%&*!
Editor:
It is hard to express how I feel. I
have never seen a NASG train show
anywhere near my home in Lowell,
Massachusetts. In fact, I haven't even
seen a "S" gauge train show of any
kind around here since 1987. I do not
believe that I can do much about it,
considering that I do not have the
money to run a show such as this. I do
hope that you will consider having a
show of some sort out here sometime
or another. If you did, there would be
no way that I would miss it. I may be
able to help such an effort in some way
(not much unfortunately) but I would
try. Thanks very much for your time!!
Sincerely yours,
From a concerned NASG member
13 year old David Cunningham
(Well, David, I very much appreciated getting your letter of concern. I
do believe the last national convention
held near you was in Boston in 1987,
as you stated. You would have been
about 8 years old at the time and I
suppose that 5 years ago would seem
like quite a dry spell to you. The
national convention needs a local
sponsoring group to do the dirty work
of setting things up and running the
show. Maybe you can work on the
Bristol group to sponsor another
NASG national convention soon. The
Editor of The Dispatch does not carry
much weight in determining where the
NASG holds its annual meetings, but I
will forward your letter to Doug Peck
and to Mike Ferraro, the President of
NASG...Ed.)
Editor:
Thanks for publishing a second
"Front Cover" photograph of mine. It is
sure rewarding, besides, I like very much
the way "Spring Thaw" is printed. It
gives a lot of impact to the photograph.
Sorry to see you go as Editor. I was
planning to meet you in Cleveland, but
I will not be able to make it. Another

time perhaps.
Did you notice in "The Helper Service" on page 29 that my GP38-2W is
missing from the picture in the advertisement? This is the second time it
happened in three years. Such is life, I
guess.
By the way, on page 24 there is a
Canadian National GP38-2W, it would
be nice to have a better view of it. Did
you know that there were only 10 of
the wide nose GP38-2s made? I own
two, there are two in Winnipeg, one in
Calgary and one on Jim Kindraka's
module. Can you find out where the
other four are?
Happy "S" Railroading,
Denis Fortier
(It was my pleasure to publish your
photographs, Denis. Perhaps you will
have others to send to the new editor,
Mike Palmiter, so that he can share
them with the membership. Sorry to
learn that you will not be at the Cleveland convention this July. Yes, oddly
enough, I did notice that the photo was
missing from your Helper Service ad.
However, I probably did not notice it
soon enough to get it corrected in this
issue. Something went awry during production. I will bring it to the attention
of the publisher. As to the whereabouts
of the remaining GP38-2Ws, maybe our
readers will fill me in and I can send the
answer on to you. I am reasonably certain that Billy Click has one beautifully
done up in MKT livery...Ed.)
Editor:
First, let me congratulate you on
the job you are doing on The Dispatch, that is why I miss it when it
doesn't show up. The last issue I
received was February 1992. It seems
like a long time ago. Has there been
an issue since?
Thank you,
Ernie Horr
(It was a long time between the Febru-

ary and April issues, Ernie. Far too
long! Your letter, dated May 17, 1992
gives me an opportunity to explain and
to apologize to all for the great delay
with the April issue. To begin with, I
am "covered up" as they say in this
part of the country. Rather than move
into a serene and slower paced part of
my life, as I anticipated two years ago,
I have actually entered a very complicated period and I have far too much
to do to without being editor of The
Dispatch. I can't do a good job with it
under the circumstances and therefore
submitted my resignation. But to
back up a bit, despite my being
swamped, The Dispatch should not
have been nearly as delayed as it was.
I was about 3 1/2, perhaps 4, weeks
behind my expected schedule in submitting the magazine to Goellner.
Since there is a small amount of leeway in the schedule, if all had gone
well, most members would still have
gotten the April issue in late April or
the very first week of May. In point of
fact, it did not get in the mail until we
were well into May. Production and
mailing was beset by some problems
including having to wait for mailing
labels. I believe that some lessons
were learned and that we should not
encounter such delays in the future.
For my part, I apologize to all members. I caught up with much of my own
delay with the June issue. The current issue, the August issue, will be
completely back on schedule, barring
the unforeseen...Ed.)
Editor:
I wish to respond to your editorial
that appeared in the April issue of The
Dispatch.
Your statement: "Train sets have
not been available in S gauge since the
mid-60s, yet there has been growth in
numbers and in product, especially in
the last decade."
My response: The growth that you
mention, I believe has been on the
SCALE side of S from American Models, Pacific Rail Shops, and other scale
producers. Lionel Trains Inc. has reintroduced some train sets and for
those people that want the sets that
they did not get as younger people, I
give Lionel Trains a hearty "Well
Done". Unfortunately, these sets do
not contain, to my knowledge, either
track or a power supply. If I am wrong,
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I apologize to Lionel Trains. If the
sets do not contain the above items,
how does Lionel Trains expect American Flyer to grow?
Your statement: "Train sets have
been available in O gauge for some
time (and from more than one manufacturer), yet there has been no appreciable increase in the market share
held by O gauge."
My response: Lionel Trains has
always had the controlling say as far as
the train market in O gauge and
Lionel has always used three rail
track. Only the sealers have used realistic two rail track that is hand laid.
There has not been, to my knowledge,
an O scale train set available.
Williams and Right-of-Way have produced pieces in both three rail and
scale, but I do not believe a scale set.
Your statement: "Train sets were
used to introduce both G and Z gauge.
G gauge established itself in third
place (though a distant third place
behind N...".
My response: Unless you have a
very large basement or a secure backyard, where are you supposed to set up
a layout of more than a simple loop in
G? The minimum radius is close to 2.5
feet. I give credit to Marklin for the
technical development of Z, but do not
sneeze and do have excellent eye sight
As for the future of the American
Flyer division of Lionel Trains, it
would really not take much effort on
managements part to make American
Flyer really active if they wish to.
The one thing A.C. Gilbert did right
when he took his company into S, was
to keep the cars and locomotives in
scale, but he messed up with the
wheels, couplers and the power source.
It is true that the details that a sealer
would be looking for are not there but

then I am not talking about selling to
sealers, but to young people going into
HO and N scales.
Make these changes and sponsor a
trailer-truck similar to the one now
carrying a Lionel layout and they may
see growth in the American Flyer
group. Don't forget the set with the
track and power source.
As for the exposure of S, that will
be up to the clubs and people who
have layouts. They let it be known
that they have S and are willing to
show it off on a regular basis, growth
will come.
Sincerely.
Michael Scivoletti
NASG, NMRA
(Mike, I left unstated the part of
the "train set argument" which suggests that train sets are essential to
bring in the beginners, most of whom
are young children. Without them, so
goes the argument, us old fogies will
get older and thinner in ranks until
there ain't no more S gangers. All by
itself, the argument makes some
sense. I was trying to point out that it
should not be taken all by itself; it
needs a larger context to determine
whether or not it really is true.
When is a train set not really a train
set? Why, as you observe, when it does
not contain anything to power it or to
run it on. As you point out what Lionel
Trains reintroduced were the AF trains
which us old fogies did not get when we
were kids. We already have the track
and transformers we need to run them.
In short, they appealed to the collectoritis in each of us.
I doubt that it matters whether the
introductory train set is scale or not.
If it did, most of N would have to be

regarded as made to "tinplate" standards and thus should not be nearly as
popular as it is. N scale may the most
remarkable of scales today because of
the marvelous detail that much of it
now exhibits and because the mechanisms in the higher priced items are as
smooth and reliable as any of the larger gauges. Yet, with rare exception,
the wheel tread, flanges, and the commonly used trackage is way oversized,
which is to say, "tinplate". In this
same connection, it should be remembered that K-Line has marketed true
O gauge train sets for many years.
Lionel does not own that market all by
itself. K-Line has also brought back
the O-S Plasticville buildings, only
under its own name. Perhaps it is not
generally known that K-Line is also a
source of supply for S gauge track (but
not track switches).
You ask, rhetorically, "...if the sets
do not contain (track and power supply) how does Lionel Trains expect
American Flyer to grow?" Have you
considered that perhaps the answer is
that they DON'T expect American
Flyer to grow? Perhaps they are quite
satisfied to supply us old fogies with
those sets that we "did not get as
younger people." It is not for nothing
that the Lionel train sets they produce
DO have track and power supply.
I am sure you are right to suggest
that clubs are an important factor in
exposing S, but I am very skeptical
that clubs can serve as the principle
vehicle for promoting growth of the
gauge or scale, whichever term one
prefers, by such exposure. What is
your honest answer to the 15 year old
novice who, attending your club show,
asks you whether he would be better
off going into HO or S?...Ed.)

DOUGLAS ARTHUR HEAD
B.A., B.E.E..M.S.E.E.
REGISTERED E.I.T.
MEMBER, I.E.E.E.
SENIOR MEMBER A.A.P.T.
MEMBER, N.F.P.A.

GENESSEE & GREAT WESTERN
Michael Holland
Rochester, New York

P.O. BOX" 53279
(404)231-0559

ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30355

"A Fan Of A.C. Gilbert American Flyer"

Alan Johnson

DAVE PLOURDE
187 Mapleshade Ave.
P.O. Box 385
East Longmeadow, MA. 01028
(413)525-3492
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(412)781-4156
CUYAHOQA VALLEY LINK*

"The Hi-Rail Route"
8727 Broadview Rd., Broadview Hts., Ohio 44147

Lee McCarty — President

CHICAGOLAND, BADGERLAND, and STATE-LINE S GAUGERS
Invite You To Attend The 17th Annual

FALL S FEST

November 20, 21, 22,

In Memory Of
And In Tribute To

1992

Peter J. Jugle

TO BE HELD AT THE BEAUTIFUL

HOLIDAY INN — Elk Grove Village
1000 Bussc Road • Elk Grove, IL 60007 • 1-708-437-6010
Featuring:
Trading Pits
Movies
Operating Layouts
Clinics
Model Contest
Photo Contest
Raffle Prizes

•
•
•
•

Railette Activities
Banquet
Train Races
Special Guest Speaker
Bruce Moffat
Sole Authority on the
Chicago Tunnel System

For Additional Information Contact:
ARNIE CISCO
8547 S. Rockwell
Chicago, Illinois 60652
1-312-778-7892

REQUEST FOR BIDS
TO SPONSOR THE
1995 or 1996 N.A.S.G.
NATIONAL
CONVENTION
Interested Organizations Please
Submit Your Written Proposal To:

DAVID O. HELD
NASG Convention Chairman
6936 Yorktown Lane
Utica, Ml 48317
— BEFORE JANUARY 1993 —
For More Info. Call 313-739-2932

Registration Only .
Railettes & Children under 16
Registration With Banquet
Railette Banquet
Children's Banquet under 12
S Fest Passenger Car
S Fest Patch
Special Covered Hoppers Hi-Rail & Scale
With Trucks
Without Trucks
— PRE-REGISTRATION ENCOURAGED —
Special Room Rate For Attendees
Single & Double Per Night - Breakfast Included
Must Call Hotel Directly
Use Special Code For Rate — CSG

$ 5.00
FREE
$20.00
$18.00
$15.00
$55.00
$ 3.00
$32.00
$25.00
$51.00

ailroading
S

ANDARD

^*

AMERICAN FLYER fans like the new S gauge
magazine since it contains articles designed to
improve all 3/16" layouts - both AF and scale.
Product reviews abound for structures, vehicles,
figures and scenery materials which are useable
on AF layouts. Lots of color pictures, too! Send for
free color pamphlet.
One year
subscription
(5 issues):
$27.50
1446 Fremont
Avenue
Los Altos, CA
Thanks to Randy Sappo for the neat
illustration.

94024
(415) 961-0772
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DEALER NOTICE
FROM LIONEL

The NMRA is pleased to announced the inaugural issue
of The Heritage Collection, an annual series of special
run cars honoring pioneers of model railroading. Issue
No. 1 is a 40' steel single door boxcar in the colors of
John Allen's magnificent Gorre & Daphetid Railroad. It's
available in four major scales - O, produced by
InterMountain Railway Company; S, From Pacific Rail
Shops (the first offering of this body style in S scale);
HO, from the Innovative Model Works, and N scale, from
MicroTrains Line. All four of these manufacturers have
well established reputations for outstanding quality and
prototypical accuracy. Prices are $12 for N and HO scales,
$22 for S, and $28 for O scale, with a $1, $2, or $3 discount
respectively, for orders postmarked before June 1, 1992.
Final order date will be October 1, 1992.
The Heritage Collection is produced as a benefit for NMRA
membership, and so is available to members only, with
a limit of two cars per scale, per person. Non-members
who are interested in purchasing cars may do so by
including a membership application with their order.
Further ordering and membership information is available
from NMRA Inc., 4121 Cromwell Rd., Chattanooga, TN
37421.

Dear American Flyer Dealer;
We have discovered a problem with the Observation Car of
the Northern Pacific PA-1 Set (#6-49602). A significant number
of these cars have developed cracks directly under the
drumhead. This condition was due to the drumheads being
oversized.
We have produced a sufficient quantity of new Observation
Cars and are in position to correct this problem on any defective
cars that you or your customers may have. Our policy is as
follows:
*Consumers who have a defective car (or cars) may call
or write the Consumer Services Department for an authorization
to return the car(s) to us for immediate replacement. We will
reimburse these consumers $3.50 for their postage and send
the replacement car Freight Prepaid.
*Dealers or consumers with unopened #6-49602 sets may
call or write the Consumer Services Department for an
authorization to return the sets to us for immediate replacement.
A copy of the inbound (to Mt. Clemens) freight bill should be
sent to Mike Braga for reimbursement. The replacement sets
will be shipped Freight Prepaid.
The Consumer Services Department can be reached either by
phone at (313) 949-4100, X1367, or by writing to them at P.O.
Box 748, New Baltimore, MI 48047-0748.
We apologize for any inconvenience this causes you and our
mutual customers.
Sincerely,
Mark R. Gordon
Vice President of Marketing and Sales

STOCKING &TUFFED
Lionel Changes Design On Boxcar

Due to customer response, Lionel has redesigned the 1992 Christmas Boxcar to follow the
themes traditionally used in the graphic design of our Holiday Commemoratives series.
The correct model numbers for the above changes are:

6-19918 O GAUGE CHRISTMAS BOXCAR
6-48314 AMERICAN FLYER CHRISTMAS BOXCAR
© 1992 LIONEL TRAINS, INC., CHESTERFIELD, Ml 48051-1956
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HELPER
SERVICE

Scale Railroading

Stan Houghton
Danville, VA

GREAT NORTHERN
EDMONTON

^^

THE FINEST OF Sr»3 AHU S STANDARD

^^

1446 Fremont Avenue
Los Altos, CA 94024
QUINAULT &
DUCKABUSH RY.
ROUTE OF THE "BIG W" FL YER
More American Flyer than should be. on 4x8

ART HAMILTON
9435 Tacoma Ave. S., Tacoma, WA 98444
(206)537-2169

T. D. KERNS, Supl. WAYNESBURG, PA.

ERNIE HORR

EQRJ

HURQN&
NORTHERN
David oT
Operating Manager
Utica, Michigan

Helping
S Scale
Grow!!

GREAT BASIN RAILWAYS
UNION PACIFIC

2017A CASTLE PL SE

'—• UTAH CENTRAL RY

ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87118

1—'

UTAH & NORTHERN

SPOKANE., WA

JOHN PRATT

(5O5) 268-9O95

"S" & "8113
(313)739-2932

TINES * PRWRltS
S SCALE WORKSHOP
t

EEiJME£ACK V&LLIY
WE STERM EAILRMII

DENIS FORTIER

ELECTRIC R.R.
PASSENGER LCL
LOAD LOTS

MEMBHE NASG MEMBER

971 Boulevard du Cap
Cap-a-l'Aigle, Qc. / Canada GOT 1 BO

G£T IN rner

JEFFERSON

ROGER JENSEN
2766 N. 3RD &T.
OHIO

PLATEAU
HAILWAV

CENTRAL RR..

^,
(INTRAL
' SYSTEM y
V/ILLIAI-V J. pKALEf j
AcA»Ait.

PAUL R/LEV

DAVE BMITH
43O7 A S P E N D R I V E
BT

DEB

M O I NEB ,

IA

3 O 2 63

= 1 5-223-0326

PA

THE SHELEY ROAD

BETHEL FALLS
& WESTERN

Independence, Missouri

Lee's .Summk. Missouri

JIM GRAHAM, PRESIDENT
"HAPPY SCALE RAILROADERS"

'RED PASS & GORGE
__
RAILROAD
RJt* G

DICK WHOLF, PRESIDENT
"Happy Scale Railroaders"

R.B. "Bob" HADLOW
President and Only Bill Payer
S/Sn3
HKdgcridgeWayN.W.,

NMRA PNRLIFE

Calgary, Alia. T3A4C8

239-5817

The BLUE STRh'.AK
S

SANDY HOOK LINES

SCALE

LOCOMOTIVE
WILTON, CONN.
& SUPPLY

JOE Scales 111

Rte.l Box 323a

Ridzerray, VA 24148
Lfl«R¥ 8CWOL,

Tut LIBERTY BE.U. ROUTE -

Sou
MO

UU

LA.R

D.C.
"LESTER, CfewTR

BILl K H A U S E , PIE3.
I 10 L I M E R I C K Rofc'B
F A I R F i e L D , COWN OfclSO

MINIATURE LOCOMOTIVE
& CAR SHOP
Builders of
Small Scale Steam Locomotives

Rt. 1, Box 284
Copperas Cove, Texas 76522

S SCALE MODEL RAILROADING

THE BOOT CANAL CENTRAL
DIVISION OF
THE SOUTH, SOUTH, SOUTH
OF SOUTH JERSEY
CAILDOAD
UNDER CONSTPUCTION

Badgerland S Gaugers
Serving and promoting S (iiiuj>c
in Southeastern Wisconsin - All 1'uci'ts

American Flyer -- High Rail — Scale

CHAR

J.-PORTER

4775 GIFFORD ROAD
OCONOMOWOC, WIS. 53066
1-414-567-7320

Serving
Wildwood
New Jersey

to
Pittsburgh
Penna.

Glassboro. N.J.
MIDWEST RROADIANA & SLIDES

ROOT CANAL CENTRAL
"Roof e Of The Happ(y Toof h"

C|^Ua

Layouts

Promoting "S" Scale In the
The Newest "S" Scale Club
Qz:oo
South Jereey Arei _
SOUTH JERSEY

Unlimited, Inc.
CUSTOM MODEL TRAIN LAYOUTS

I / M^l
f
(ffj,
T j «S

DEPTFORD & WESTERN

ADOCbONECOOD
QAILQOAD!

Marty Glass
3586Chaplou • St. Louis. MO 63129
314-892-7252

DIVISION HDQTCS. Glassboro, N.J.

S' SCA1EHS

All Aspects Of "S"
Are Represented
And New Members
Are Welcomed

Roy Hoffman - Secretary
5 Sussex Ave
Cherry Hill N.J. 08003
(gQgj 795.9457

"The Thunder %ff(ut Line'
Maximum Modular Railroading
with minimal scenery
BILL LANE JR.-PRES.
525 WARWICK RD.
DEPTFORD, N.J. 08096
(609) 848-2739

The fennsy fives in South Jersey

Sprtagn*ld>> rail Strrlc. fUbbr Shop

ATLANTIC

DAVID JASPER

&

WESTERN

RR.

5£RVES THE NATION RIGHT

1*0 CBA 04
TRANSFER CO.
A STAR-CROSSED DIV.
FRANKLIN, N.J.

J*J runs Jn*s
•/

AMERICAN FLYER TRAINS
CHRYSLER 300 AUTOMOBILES
MOVIECRAFT
DISTRIBUTOR / MARKETING

L. ANDREW JUGLE
327 HIGHLAND AVENUE
ELMHURST, IL 60126
708-833-5394
' . RAILS AND REELS, WHEELS AND DEALS

DALLEE

ELECTRONICS

ELECTRONIC CONTROLS / SYSTEMS
FOR ALL MODEL RAILROADERS
DALLAS E. GUTACKER
PROPRIETOR

Bloomington
Minnesota

Napanee, Tamworth
& Marlbank Rly.
A portable display layout
Paul Raham Tom Spaulding
Marlban, Ont. Napanee, Ont.

LAWRENCE B. COATES
1527 Arline Avenue
Roslyn, PA 19001

ROBERT B. LOVATT
204 Myrtle Ave.
Havertown, PA 19083

• Trains-Lionel, N. HO. S
• O, Brass
> Models

S Gauge in
Central Ohio

WHISTLE POST

MOO. 10-6

2347 West Monro. Bn|A|y ,Ark.Qnw
SpnnefakUL 62704 BRIAN JACKSON
(217)787-0031

ue.-Fri. IO-8
^ 10_5

6160 Upper Straits Blvd.
West Bloomfield. Ml 48324
M O D E L S

Committed to
S Scale and NASG
OREGON
S SCALERS
Contact:
Norm Strain
4256 N.E. 8th
Gresham.OR 97030
1
(503) 666-5995

Alan Evans
614-471-7277 or 471-7701

H. J. Hauschild
Railroad Drawings
& Memorabilia
6158 Holmes
Kansas City, MO 64110

SouthWind Models
P.O. Box 9293
Plant City, FL 34289

FLYER

WILMINGTON SHOPS
MICHAlaTsALVATORE

FALL S FEST
WHERE SCALERS, COLLECTORS,
HI-RAILERS, NARROW GAUGERS,
& MANUFACTURERS MEET ONCE
A YEAR IN THE MID-WEST
TO HAVE FUN!!
INFO:

SOUTHERN PACIFIC R.R. CO.
SACRAMENTO DIVISION

VICTOR E. CHERVEM

VICTOR B. CHERVEN

JOHN J. WICKLAND
2331 S. 58th ST.
WEST ALLIS, WISCONSIN 53219
PORT LINES HOBBY SUPPLIES
•.S/ovi,;//..(.., in Amirium /-'/V.T 7™n.s &• ,S (,Vi,;Av limlrnutiwx"

Doug Peck
6 Storeybrooke Drive
Newburyport, MA 01950
__
(508) 465-8798

ROGER L. SHIMAN
783 Old Tower Road
Oconomowoc, WI 53066
1-414-567-9686
"S SCALE CAPITAL OF WISCONSIN"

RESERVED
FOR THE
CALIFORNIA
SOUTHERN

GAUGERS

ALMAKEM EL TORO, CA

100% NASG MEMBERSHIP

HELPS GAUGE
GROW.TALKITUP
WHERE EVER YOU GO!

Fellowship, Modules and Fun
Since 1978!

Help finance NASG special projects. 1 year of ads (your art or ours) for $10.
NASG INC., John W. Metzger, Rt. 4 Box 326F, Troy, MO 63379.

